
Francis = MIA
It seems my new pet has gone missing.  Thank goodness I didn’t
end up with something bigger, like a rat or a tortoise or
something I wouldn’t really want crawling around the house
unattended.  But I didn’t see this coming.  If anything, I
thought  my  new  ladybug  friend  would  kick  the  bucket.   I
wouldn’t have guessed that he’d vanish.  I don’t think the
kids  got  to  him;  they  wouldn’t  have  been  able  to  keep
something like that a secret for long.  But today when I went
to check on Francis the ladybug he wasn’t in his cage.  And by
the way, the name is after the ladybug in A Bug’s Life, not my
late Grandmother – that would be FrancEs and yes, I still want
a daughter to have that name.

Yesterday at the thrift store I found a bug catcher for a
quarter, so I bought it and put Francis in his new home last
night.  Today when I went to check on him, he’s no where to be
found in the bug catcher.  My husband and I both examined the
lid, and we don’t think he escaped, so my guess is that he’s
hiding in these little pockets in the bug catcher that hold
the screws – people can’t see in them, but they’re ladybug-
sized.  And I think ladybugs hibernate during the winter, so
we might not be hearing from Francis for awhile if he crawled
into one of those holes to hibernate…  Nuts, he had a bunch of
visitors all lined up!

My New Pet
I’ve wanted a new pet for awhile, mostly since my cat passed
away almost a year ago now.  What I want most is another cat –
I love cats, and it would be the perfect type of pet for our
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household.  But unfortunately, I’m allergic to cats.  When I
had my cat, it was a constant struggle to decide if I should
pet her or not.  I always wanted to of course, but then I
would itch for hours, my eyes would water, and sometimes I’d
get hives.  And, my allergy symptoms were worse during my 4
pregnancies.  I just don’t want to go through that again – so
no cat for us.  We have a Jack Russell Terrier mix, so any
type of animal she’ll want to chase and bark at is out also –
which means no rats, ferrets, small birds, etc.  So that
leaves me with reptiles or bugs, I guess.  And the only
reptile I’m interested in owning is a tortoise.  Those can be
kind of costly and I’m not entirely sure that my Jerk Russell
Terrier mix won’t want to hunt it, so I’m going to hold off on
the  tortoise  for  a  little  bit.   Also  complicating  the
situation is that I really don’t have any extra time to spend
with a pet, so that limits my options even further.  So lately
I’ve been in limbo, trying to decide what to get.  But the
other day, a new pet sort of fell into my lap.

It’s a ladybug I found in the house – normally I’d let any
bugs go outside that I find in the house, but it’s way too
cold out for a ladybug, and I don’t want him to suffer while
he froze to death.  So I looked up what ladybugs eat, and I
found out that their favorite food is aphids, which are an
even smaller group of insects.  Knowing I couldn’t get any of
those easily, I put a drop of honey in a little container with
the ladybug.  He went over to it and started eating it!  So I
put a little drop of water in there too, and he must have
smelled that or something, because he left the honey and went
over to the water – it was really interesting to watch. 
He’s survived in captivity about a week now, and I have to say
I’m getting a little attached to him as a pet.  It started out
as just a fun little project, and I didn’t expect it to live
more than a few days.  But he did, and I’ve named him Francis
(like the ladybug from A Bug’s Life), and he is my secret pet
– the kids don’t know about him.  If they did, he’d be dead
already because my 4-year-old adores bugs and often smothers



them with love – literally.  I think today I’ll go out and get
Francis some grass for his container, because earlier when I
fed him, he REFUSED to go back into his container!  I’m not
kidding;  he  was  sticking  to  my  finger  and  just  doing
everything possible to not get locked back in there.  Finally,
I put him on a Q-tip and cut it to fit in the container and
locked him in.  I feel a little badly that I’ve kidnapped this
ladybug, but I think I’m his only chance at life.  Outside,
he’d freeze, and if I let him go into my house, I don’t think
he’d be able to find food and water and he’d either die or go
into hibernation until a kid or a dog got him.

So anyway, I guess I have my new pet.  I still don’t expect
him to last very long, but for now it’s fun just taking care
of an animal, especially since he’s my little secret.  If he’s
still around in another week or so, I’ll take his picture and
post it.  Say hi to Francis!

Crazy Busy
In the past few days, I’ve been able to catch up a little, but
I haven’t written much before today and yesterday because we
have been too busy having fun!

It started last Friday when we took the kids out to the Fun
Spot in Angola Indiana.  We had a great time, but I think I
learned a lesson about taking 3 kids out for a full day of fun
in the sun while I’m trying to nurse a full-term pregnancy. 
It was over 80º, and we ran out of water and I got sick.  I
think what pushed me over the edge was trying to watch my 20-
month-old as she sat at the edge of a pool while my other
children and husband went on the water slide.  It’s hard to
explain to someone who doesn’t know, but being this hugely
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pregnant is basically like being incapacitated – if my toddler
had fallen into the water, it would have taken me way too long
to get over to her.  There was a lifeguard present, but still
I was a nervous wreck and the stress of the situation was too
much, so I picked her up and took her away from the pool. 
This of course made her cry, and so the exhaustion came from
trying to redirect her and do something else in the heat…  it
was all just too much for me when all I wanted was a seat in
the air conditioned arcade.  And for his part, my husband only
got to go down the waterslide once which also made me feel
badly because he had so much fun, but I just couldn’t handle
our toddler any longer in the heat alone.

After the water slide fiasco,  we made our way to the animal
area – they have a macaw parrot and a few baby deer and some
big cats.  They are rescue cats; lions and tigers and a
cougar, and I’m not sure where they were rescued from.  I was
a little disenchanted with how small the animals’ enclosures
were, but since they are large cats and spend roughly 20 hours
a day sleeping, I think it’s a good thing that they’ve been
rescued at all and get food and shelter every day.

Then it was time for more rides, and this place is built for
kids my daughters’ ages!  They have about 10 kiddie rides
which all 3 of them could ride, and my 8-year-old still really
enjoys these since she’s not ready for big rides yet.  Her
little sister, on the other hand, cannot wait until she is a
little taller and gets to ride the 4 roller coasters the Fun
Spot also has.  Then they have several middle-of-the-road
rides for everyone, like flying boats, a scrambler, a tilt-a-
whirl, and even more I’m not mentioning.  Compared to the
carnival that just left our town, admission into the Fun Spot
is a steal – it was $4 for me, a non-rider who just wanted to
visit the zoo.  Our little toddler cost only $4, and she was
able to ride about 10 rides.  Our 4-year-old was $8, and my
husband and our oldest were $16 each.  So for a grand total of
$48, it was a full day of family fun and much cheaper than the



traveling carnival or even the county fair, based on what you
get for your money.  And I have to add that in June – too bad
it’s over now – but in June they had a special promotion where
if you bring in a report card with A’s and B’s on it, the kid
that earned them gets in free!  So subtract $16 from our $48,
and our day of fun was only $32 – we were really pleased.  The
only problem with the place is that they are at the mercy of
the weather always, and with all the rain and storms we’ve
been getting, our day of fun was no exception and was cut
short when a sudden storm moved in.  But it was only an hour
and a half away from closing anyway.  Also, we had been about
to  leave  as  it  was,  and  the  staff  handed  out  half-price
admission coupons, so we will definitely be back when I can
enjoy some of the rides myself after the baby is born.  And I
will be able to give hubby another few rounds on the water
slide!  We were so pleased with the place that we tried to go
back Sunday since we wanted to take advantage of the report
card promotion one more time before June was over, but alas,
the weather foiled our plans and we ended up at Crazy Pinz in
Fort Wayne, Indiana instead.  Still a fun day, but no where
near  the  value  of  Fun  Spot.   Crazy  Pinz  is  an  indoor
entertainment  place,  and  they  have  an  arcade,  mini-golf,
bowling, and a 3-story play area for the kids.  We’ve been
there before and really liked it, but this time, everything
had changed and was MUCH more expensive.  But, we had 4 little
kids (brought a friend along) who really thought we were doing
something really fun that day, so what could we do but spend
the day at Crazy Pinz regardless.  I have to mention that
somehow, on the way to Fun Spot on Sunday, my husband and I
got  to  talking  I  guess  and  somehow  missed  the  exit  and
overshot the place by about 20 miles.  (Sorry for not using
you, Mr. GPS, I thought I knew where we were going!)  Then Fun
Spot was closed for rain, so we had to head down to Fort
Wayne, and overall we ended up spending an extra $20-30 on
gas…  Kind of a big oopsie with gas prices being so high in
this day and age.  It was a bad luck kind of day, but we did
end up salvaging it, and overall, it was an AWESOME weekend.
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Saturday we went with friends to see the movie Wall-E and then
visited a friend who is recovering from heart surgery.  He is
doing well thankfully, and we all enjoyed our visit together –
even  the  kids,  who  played  with  cats  and  bugs  and  other
creatures found around their house in the country.  We ran up
to their church which was having an ice cream social and
enjoyed delicious food and homeade ice cream – a dream for a
pregnant lady – YUM!  Wall-E was pretty good and as it turns
out, the Pixar people had a brainstorming meeting years ago,
and this is the last film to be made from ideas presented at
that meeting.  Others are A Bug’s Life, Monster’s Inc., and
Finding Nemo, so needless to say, that brainstorming lunch
should go down in history!  I have to say I was a little taken
aback by the lack of human dialogue in Wall-E.  Even after
seeing the previews, I wasn’t prepared for it.  I think this
is what may have finished off my 4-year-old since she had to
leave the movie theater with dad before the movie was even
half over.  She’s been able to make it through the last 5-10
movies we’ve been to in a theater, so that’s why I think it
was the lack of dialogue in this one that did her in.  It was
a  cute  movie  though,  but  not  on  par  with  Pixar’s  latest
features like Monsters Inc. or especially Finding Nemo, at
least in my opinion.  Then again, it was SO different, mostly
because it was so futuristic that I suppose it’s hard to
compare to the others.

So yeah, fun extended weekend, even though piles of laundry
await my folding.  If you’re anywhere nearby, head out to
Angola, Indiana and visit the Fun Spot, it’s well worth it
especially if you have really little ones – it totally trumps
a place like Six Flags with their high admission prices and
long lines.
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